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Abstract—This paper presents a new steganography approach
suitable for Arabic texts. It can be classified under steganography
feature coding methods. The approach hides secret information bits
within the letters benefiting from their inherited points. To note the
specific letters holding secret bits, the scheme considers the two
features, the existence of the points in the letters and the redundant
Arabic extension character. We use the pointed letters with extension
to hold the secret bit ‘one’ and the un-pointed letters with extension
to hold ‘zero’. This steganography technique is found attractive to
other languages having similar texts to Arabic such as Persian and
Urdu.
Keywords—Arabic text, Cryptography, Feature coding,
Information security, Text steganography, Text watermarking.
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I. INTRODUCTION

TEGANOGRAPHY, in today’s electronic era, is the ability of
hiding information in redundant bits of any unremarkable
cover media. Its objective is to keep the secret message
undetectable without destroying the cover media integrity.
Steganography replaces unneeded bits in image, sound, and
text files with secret data. Instead of protecting data the way
encryption does, steganography hides the very existence of the
data [12].
Capacity, security, and robustness [1], are the three main
aspects affecting steganography and its usefulness. Capacity
refers to the amount of data bits that can be hidden in the
cover medium. Security relates to the ability of an
eavesdropper to figure the hidden information easily.
Robustness is concerned about the resist possibility of
modifying or destroying the unseen data.
Steganography is different than cryptography and
watermarking although they all have overlapping usages in the
information hiding processes [12]. Steganography security
hides the knowledge that there is information in the cover
medium, where cryptography revels this knowledge but
encodes the data as cipher-text and disputes decoding it
without permission; i.e., cryptography concentrate the
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challenge on the decoding process while steganography adds
the search of detecting if there is hidden information or not.
Watermarking is different from steganography in its main
goal. Watermarking aim is to protect the cover medium from
any modification with no real emphasis on secrecy. It can be
observed as steganography that is concentrating on high
robustness and very low or almost no security.
Steganography may have different applications. For
example, it can be used by medical doctors to combine
explanatory information within X-ray images. It can be useful
in communications for codes self-error correcting. It can
embed corrective audio or image data in case corruption
occurs due to poor connection or transmission. Steganography
may be practical to form a secure channel for private
communication, however, it does not cover the fact that the
communication happened or the data is hidden. This makes
steganography as a special technique of encryption or
cryptography [3].
Steganography can also be utilized for posting secret
communications on the Web to avoid transmission or to hide
data on the network in case of a violation. It can be useful for
copyright protection, which is, in reality, digital watermarking
[12]. Copyright protection is to protect the cover medium
from claiming its credit be others, with no real emphasis on
secrecy.
Most of steganography research uses cover media as
pictures [4], video clips [5] and sounds [6]. However, text
steganography is not normally preferred due to the difficulty
in finding redundant bits in text files [2,7]. The structure of
text documents is normally very similar to what is seen, while
in all other cover media types, the structure is different than
what we observe, making the hiding of information in other
than texts easy without a notable alteration. The advantage to
prefer text steganography over other media is its smaller
memory occupation and simpler communication [2].
Languages and their structures play differences in the
preferred steganographic system. Normally no single
technique is to be used for all languages [12]. Section 2
presents several schemes used for hiding data within
electronic English text files. A specialized published [2]
method for hiding information in Arabic texts is detailed in
Section 3. Section 4 discusses our new Arabic text
steganography technique using character extensions. The
conclusion is presented in Section 5.

II. TEXT STEGANOGRAPHY TECHNIQUES
Some researches on hiding information in texts have been
performed. Different methods, as examples, are presented in
this section.
A. Particular Characters in Words
Hiding information can be performed by selecting
characters in certain words. This method can range from
simple to very complicated depending on the specifications.
“In the simplest form, for example, the first words of each
paragraph are selected in a manner that by placing the first
characters of these words side by side, the hidden information
is extracted” [2]. A more advanced example can be by
selecting the first letter from the first word, second letter from
the second word, third from the third, and so on, to hide the
information in.
B. HTML Documents
Secret information can be hidden within HTML Tags [8]
since they feature case insensitivity. For example, the tags <p
align="center">, <p align="cenTER">, <p align="Center">
and <p aLigN="center">, are all similarly valid.
Steganography in HTML documents can be done by varying
the small or large case letters in document tags. Extraction of
information can be by comparing these tags words with words
in normal case. This HTML steganography security can be
increased by choosing a certain letter sequence function. For
example, the third capital letter within the tags, where most
tags should have several randomly altered letters so
eavesdropper is confused.
C. Line and Word Shifting
Shifting text lines vertically and shifting words horizontally
[9] may help in hiding some information. Security of this
method depends on the availability of varying the distances
between words and lines to puzzle intruders. This method of
steganography shifts the lines up or down slightly with a fixed
space (say 0.003 inch) and modifies the distances between
words, according to the intended hidden information. This text
shifting steganography depends on constructing visual shapes
for information to be hidden in spaces. The technique is
appropriate for texts printed, since it faces problems against
robustness. Whenever, the text is electronically rewritten or
modified, there is great possibility for the hidden information
to be destroyed. Furthermore, when using character
recognition programs, such as OCR, the visual shapes hiding
information are lost or cannot be traced accurately.
D. Abbreviations and Spaces
Abbreviations and spaces steganography can hide very little
information in the text [7]. For instance, “only a few bits can
be hidden in a file of several kilobytes” [2].
Space steganography, in particular, hides information by
adding extra white-spaces between words, or at end of lines or
paragraph of the text [7]. This technique may be used with any
text and does not reveal secrecy to the normal reader, its

security is good. However, its capacity and robustness is low.
The method cannot hide too much information and some
electronic text editors automatically remove extra whitespaces.
E. Semantic and Character Feature Methods
To protect hidden information among electronic retyping or
OCR usage problems of the previous shifting approach,
semantic [8] and character feature [10] steganography
methods are suggested. Semantic method proposes using
synonyms of words for certain words as for hiding
information in the text. However, this method may alter the
meaning of the text which will change the intended hidden
information [2].
Character feature steganography changes some of the
features of the text characters. For example, the most
significant bits of some characters are extended to hold bits of
the hidden information [10]. Character steganography can
hold a large quantity of secret information without making
normal readers aware of the existence of such information in
the text.

III. PUBLISHED SECURITY METHOD SPECIFIED FOR ARABIC
TEXT
Shirali-Shahreza [2] proposed a special character feature
security method for Arabic and Persian letters. Their scheme
depends on the points inherited in the Arabic and Persian
letters [11], which are some who very similar. The
concentration in this study will be on the steganography
related to Arabic language.
Although, both Arabic and English languages have points
in their letters, the amount of pointed letters differ too much.
English language has points in only two letters, small "i" and
small "j", while Arabic has in 15 letters out of its 28 alphabet
letters as shown in Figure 1. This large number of points in
Arabic letters made the points in any given Arabic text
remarkable and can be utilized for steganography and
information security as presented by Shirali-Shahreza in their
“new approach to Persian/Arabic text steganography” [2].
un-pointed letters

pointed letters

احدر
سص
طعك
ل م هـ و

بتث
جخذز
شض
ظغف
قني

Fig. 1 Arabic letters

Shirali-Shahreza [2] point steganography hides information
in the points of the letters. To be specific; they hide the
information in the points’ location within the pointed letters.
First, the hidden information is looked at as binary with the
first several bits (for example, 20 bits) to indicate the length of
the hidden bits to be stored. Then, the cover medium text is
scanned. Whenever a pointed letter is detected its’ point
location may be affected by the hidden info bit. If hidden
value bit is one the point is slightly shifted up; otherwise, the
concerned cover-text character point location remains
unchanged.
This point shifting process is shown in Figure 2 for the
Arabic letter ‘Fa’. “In order to divert the attention of readers,
after hiding all information, the points of the remaining
characters are also changed randomly” [2]. Note that, as
mentioned earlier, the size of hidden bits is known and also
hidden in the first 20 bits.
This method of point shifting may have its advantages in
security and capacity; it features good secret storing of large
number of hidden bits within any Arabic text. However, it has
main drawback in robustness making it unpractical. For
example, the hidden information is lost in any retyping or
scanning. The output text has a fixed frame due to the use of
only one font. In fact, this information security method is
appropriate to be classified as watermarking instead of
steganography.

is considered not holding any secret bits.
This proposed steganography method can have the option
of adding extensions before or after the letters. To be
consistent, however, the location of the extensions should be
the same through out the complete steganography document.
Assume we add the extensions after the letters. Figure 3
shows an example to detail this steganography process. We
first select the secret bits to be hidden (say 110010) looking
from the least significant bits to be started with. The first
secret bit found is ‘0’ to be hidden in an un-pointed letter. The
cover-text is scanned from right to left due to Arabic regular
direction. The first un-pointed letter in the cover-text is found
to be the first, known as ‘meem’. This ‘meem’ should hold the
first secret bit ‘0’ noted by adding extension character after it.
The second secret bit is ‘1’ and the second letter of the
cover-text is pointed known as ‘noon’. However, this letter
position cannot allow extension, forcing us to ignore it. The
next possible pointed letter to be extended is ‘ta’. Note that a
pointed letter ‘noon’ before ‘ta’ is not utilized due to its
unfeasibility to add extension character after it.

Secret bits
Cover-text
Steganographic
text

110010
ﻣﻦ ﺣﺴﻦ اﺳﻼم اﻟﻤﺮء ﺗﺮآﻪ ﻣﺎﻻ ﻳﻌﻨﻴﻪ
ﻣـﻦ ﺣﺴﻦ اﺳﻼم اﻟﻤﺮء ﺗـﺮآـﻪ ﻣـﺎﻻ ﻳـﻌﻨـﻴﻪ
11

0 0 1

0

Fig 3. Steganography example adding extensions after letters

Fig 2. Point shift-up of Arabic letter ‘Fa’

IV. PROPOSED ARABIC STEGANOGRAPHY
Benefiting from Shirali-Shahreza [2] point steganography
and trying to overcome the negative robustness aspect, we
propose a new method to hide info in any letters instead of
pointed ones only. We use the pointed letters with extension
to hold secret bit ‘one’ and the un-pointed letters with
extension to hold secret bit ‘zero’. Note that letter extension
doesn’t have any affect to the writing content. It has a
standard character hexadecimal code: 0640 in the Unicode
system. In fact, this Arabic extension character in electronic
typing is considered as a redundant character only for
arrangement and format purposes.
The only bargain in using the extension is that not all letters
can be extended with this extension character due to their
position in words and Arabic writing nature. The extension
can only be added in locations between connected letters of
Arabic text; i.e. extensions cannot be placed after letters at end
of words or before letter at beginning. Our proposed
steganography hypothesis is that whenever a letter cannot
have an extension or found intentionally without extension it

The same steganography example of securing: 110010 in
the Arabic text, illustrated earlier, is readjusted assuming the
extensions added are before the letters, as shown in Figure 4.
To add more security and misleading to trespassers, both
options of adding extensions before and after the letters can be
used within the same document but in different paragraphs or
lines. For example, the even lines or paragraphs use
steganography of extensions after the letters and the odd use
extensions before or visa versa.

Secret bits
Cover-text
Steganographic
text

110010
ﻣﻦ ﺣﺴﻦ اﺳﻼم اﻟﻤﺮء ﺗﺮآﻪ ﻣﺎﻻ ﻳﻌﻨﻴﻪ
ﻣﻦ ﺣـﺴـﻦ اﺳـﻼم اﻟـﻤﺮء ﺗﺮآﻪ ﻣﺎﻻ ﻳﻌـﻨـﻴﻪ
11

0

0

10

Fig 4. Steganography example adding extensions before letters

V. CONCLUSION
This paper presents a novel steganography scheme useful
for Arabic language electronic writing. It benefits from the
feature of having points within more than half the text letters.
We use pointed letters to hold secret information bit ‘one’ and

the un-pointed letters to hold secret bit ‘zero’. Not all letters
are holding secret bits since the secret information needs to fit
in accordance to the cover-text letters. Redundant Arabic
extension characters are used beside the letters to note the
specific letters holding the hidden secret bits. The nice thing
about letter extension is that it doesn’t have any affect to the
writing content.
This method featured security, capacity, and robustness, the
three needed aspects of steganography that makes it useful in
hidden exchange of information through text documents and
establishing secret communication. This steganography
technique is also useful to other languages having similar texts
to Arabic such as Persian and Urdu scripts, the official
languages of Iran and Pakistan, respectively. These
characteristics and features promises that this novel Arabic
text steganography method using letter extensions attractive
for information security.
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